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Abstract 

The Mitoni ritual is one of the life cycle rituals that is performed by the Javanese community for 
a woman when she reaches the seventh month of her first pregnancy. The unique characteristic 
of this ritual, in all the different stages of the procession and the various materials and 
paraphernalia used, is that they are all related to the number seven. The stages of the procession 
include Tulak-balak, Sêsajèn, Sungkêman, Siraman, Brojolan, Nyampingan, and Jangkêpan. For the 
Siraman, in which the woman who is carrying her husband’s child is bathed with water that has 
been taken from seven natural springs; it is believed that the water of these seven springs 
possesses magic powers. Before the water is used for ‘bathing’, it is first mixed with a variety of 
different fragrant flowers and a special prayer or mantra is read. The synergy between the water 
from the seven springs, the fragrant flowers, and the mantra is referred to as Toya suci pêrwitasari 
(holy water and essence of life). The reason for bathing the pregnant woman is not only to 
ensure her body is clean before she enters into the main part of the Mitoni ritual but also to 
purify the seven layers of her human element. 
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A. Introduction 
Surakarta is a socio-cultural region which is known by a number of different names depending onits 
historical context. The city of Surakarta, or Sala,  has been given the title “City of Culture”, in 
reference to its historical domain as a center of government or royal kingdom (keraton) in days gone 
by. Up to the present time, references to “Javanese culture” cannot ignore the art and culture of 
Surakarta, at least in a historical context, though this does not mean that Javanese culture is 
synonymous with Surakarta culture. 

Javanese culture is not limited to cultural activities in a territorial sense, but refers to a space in the 
mind that has been built through an evolutive process in its adaptation, endurance, and orientation 
in the context of awareness of its Microcosm and Macrocosm. The Javanese have long since existed 
inside an animistic and dynamistic belief system, and this has even become a meme that has spread 
from one generation to another. On an ideological and functional level (not a dogmatic level), the 
Javanese possess a “concept of beliefs” that have arisen as the result of a “divine quest” by means 
of a cultural path.  

A slamêtan is one of the ‘paths on this divine quest’ that is integral to its system of Kêjawèn. Kêjawènis 
not categorized as a religion but a kind of ethical guidance that originates from the thought patterns 
of the Javanese people (Mulder, 1989: 3). Javanese traditional rituals are not a form of denial of the 
beliefs of any particular religion but instead the use of media of communication, contemplation, 
and suggestion to achieve a domain of “liberation”. The best forms of media available, close 
neighbours and relatives, the selected place, the best time, the mystical dimension, and the religious 
domain unite in the ritual procession of a slamêtan to achieve this “liberation”. 

The word “liberation” is the key to all the rites and rituals that have existed in Java since former 
times up to the present day. It encompasses liberation from worry, disaster, harm, misfortune, bad 
luck, obstacles, humiliation, suffering, and poverty, which leads towards a situation of sêlamêt 
(wellbeing). According to Rahmat Subagya, kêsêlamêtan is an overall state of wellbeing, without 
separating the physical from the spiritual, or this world from the next (Subagya, 1981: 61). There are 
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various rituals held throughout the course of the human life cycle in Java, to ensure safety and 
wellbeing, and these are strung together in syncretic rituals known as slamêtan (Geertz, 1973: 147), 
from the time before a baby is born, to birth, circumcision, marriage, and death, as well as various 
ceremonies to mark special moments on a sociological level (Geertz, 2013: 31). 

Today, several life cycle rituals still take place in the Javanese community, specifically in the 
community in and around the city of Surakarta. One of these rituals is Mitoni, a slamêtan that 
consists of a series of rituals to prepare for the birth of a child. Geertz states that Mitoni also means 
Tingkêban, a slamêtan that is held when a woman reaches the seventh month of her first pregnancy 
(Geertz, 2013: 41 & 57). 

 

B. Research Method 

Edward Shils, in his book Tradition, defines “tradition” as: “anything that is transmitted or handed 
down from the past to the present” (Shils, 1981: 12). Tradition is not just a series of events that can 
be perceived, but a great expression that can be understood (Wiensheimer, 1985: 205). The method 
used in this study for “understanding” is Gadamer’s Hermeneutics; not a scientific methodology 
but an endeavour to understand what has been created by people’s knowledge, namely something 
that exceeds the boundaries of ‘self-awareness’ of the methodological itself, and the relationship 
that occurs between it and the totality of a human being’s world experience (Gadamer, 1989: xxii). 
This means that the problem of Erfahrung (experience), Bewusstsein (awareness), and Verstehen 
(understanding) (Lawn & Keane, 2011) are the most important aspects in “understanding” the 
meaning of water from seven springs in the Mitoni ritual.  

The four steps of Gadamer’s hermeneutic dialectic (1989: 3-37) are: (1) Bildung, a description of the 
Mitoni ritual based on the stages of its procession, (2) Sensuscomunis, an analysis of the special 
conditions that are enacted in the procession, (3) Urteilskraft (Judgement), an interpretation of the 
symbolic judgement of the special media used, and (4) Geschmack (Taste), an understanding of the 
basic ideology of the special media used, specifically the holy water from seven springs. 

 

C. Discussion 

1. Mitoni Ritual 

Some Javanese believe that the Mitoni or Tingkêban ritual originates from a folktale set during the 
reign of Prabu Jaya Purusa from the Kediri Kingdom, in the year 831. The story is about a husband 
and wife, Ki Sadiya and Nyi Ken Tingkêb, who have been married for 25 years but have no 
children. One day, they go to see the king to ask for his berkat (blessing). The king blesses them on 
condition that if Nyi Ken Tingkêb should become pregnant, in the seventh month of pregnancy 
she should bathe with water containing special “powers”, using a scoop made from a coconut shell 
(bathok). The couple should also provide various other ritual paraphernalia (ubarampé), such as cêngkir 
gadhing (yellow coconuts) with a picture of Sang Hyang Wisnu and Dewi Sri. Not long afterwards, 
the wife becomes pregnant and fulfils all the king’s requirements (Tanaja, 1938: 4 & Honggopuro, 
2002: 104-105). From that time, many Javanese families hold a Tingkêban or Mitoni ritual when the 
first pregnancy of a married woman reaches the seventh month. 

Nowadays, the Mitoni ritual includes several versions of its different processions, due to a difference 
in understanding of the shamans (juru paningkêp or dhukun) who lead the ritual. Data from the field 
shows that the Mitoni ritual procession performed in Surakarta begins with the pre-procession, or 
the decision about the time of the ritual, whether Rêbo (Wednesday) or Sêtu (Saturday), combined 
with dina pasaran (the Javanese market day) Wagé, or in other words Rêbo-Wagé or Sêtu-Wagé. The 
decision about the day takes into account the time element that has the potential to possess the 
greatest metaphysical energy and the smallest worldly energy.   

The Mitoni ritual is essentially made up of seven stages:  
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a. Tulak-balak is a small opening ritual that takes place between one and three days prior to the 
main ceremony. According to Javanese belief, this procession is a way of warding off 
disturbances; substantially, it is a consolidation of the field of energy inside and around the 
house by means of a mantra and symbols of the ritual media. 

b. Sêsajèn includes the objects and media used in the Mitoni ritual that are all based on the number 
seven. This system mobilizes the media used in the ritual to carry symbols that are subsequently 
sublimated by a mantra to create the ‘symbol’s energy’ to act as a conductor for the ritual. 

c. Sungkêman is the procession in which the husband and pregnant wife ask for the blessings of 
seven elders from both sides of their family. This symbolizes the ethics of genetics and a 
system of transformation of the energy of the donga-pangèstu (prayers and blessings) from those 
who play the most important role in determining their line of descent.  

d. Siraman is the procession of ‘bathing’ the husband and wife with “holy water” that has been 
collected from seven sacred springs and has undergone special treatment including a mantra and 
the addition of various kinds of flowers. Siraman is a system ofself- cleansing so that the actors 
in the ritual are in a state of “holy” and transcendent awareness. 

e. Brojolan is the procession of dropping two yellow coconuts (cêngkir-gadhing), with a picture of 
two Javanese mythological figures, through the space in the clothes worn by the pregnant 
woman. This procession simulates the jabang bayi (unborn baby) being momentarily released 
from the mother in a transcendental state of awareness, as a way of ensuring that the 
metaphysical body of the unborn child is easy to access during the Nyampingan procession.  

f. Nyampingan is the procession in which six pieces of batik cloth and one piece of lurik are put on 
the pregnant woman. This procession is a system of installing six “successful life” energies 
from the symbols contained in the material onto the “metaphysical body” of the unborn baby, 
as prototypes of the ‘basic energy’ of life in the future of the child in the womb.  

g. Jangkêpan is the closing procession, performed by the husband, who breaks a vessel containing 
water onto the ground, a symbol of restoring the order of cosmic time and space that was 
borrowed for the duration of the ritual.   

 

2. Holy Water 

Based on the seven stages of the ritual described above, this discussion focusses on the fourth part 
of the ritual procession, namely the Siraman in which the husband and wife are bathed with the 
“special water”. A very special kind of tirta or toya (water) is used, unlike in any other Javanese 
ceremonies or rituals, namely water that has been collected from pitu tuk (seven springs). Therefore, 
the water is also known as toya tuk-pitu (water from seven natural springs). This water is usually 
taken from water sources that are believed to possess magical powers or have a historical 
connection with royal leaders from the past.  

Most people in rural communities believe that every natural spring (tuk) and sêndhang (trough 
containing water from the spring) is inhabited by a magical power or supernatural being. Aside 
from this myth, most tuk or sêndhang are at the foot of a hill, or near a large tree or rock. From a 
bio-physical and bio-chemical perspective, a water source is the result of an acceleration and 
accumulation of various natural causes, such as force of gravitation, water content in the soil, 
differences in soil temperature and humidity, natural magnetic fields, large trees, and type and 
structure of soil and rock material. 

Natural spring water contains essential minerals: ... These minerals can be picked up by the 
water as it travels through different soils and sediments. Therefore, water from different 
springs might have very different mineral contents. Nothing is as good as a pure spring or a 
deep (tested) well (Fleckenstein, 2007: 133). 

If the water has a richer mineral content and a special ionic structure, it is therefore understandable 
why rural communities refer to it as having “magical powers” and being guarded by dhanyang (a 
supernatural being). In the context of the Mitoni myth, even though the water used for ‘bathing’ is a 
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mixture of water from seven springs possessing magical powers, it must still undergo special 
treatment to be considered “holy water”. 

The flowers (kêmbang) used in traditional rituals are not fruit flowers but fragrant flowers. In botany, 
it is said that all the ‘hard work’ of the root fibres, the cambium structure in the stem, and the 
chlorophyll cells in the leaves, along with the process of photosynthesis, which ultimately produces 
a “fragrant aroma”, is not in vain. Anneke Rijpkema states that flowers that undergo ‘pseudo-
pollination’ do not produce fruit but release ethylene to disseminate the aromatic gene of their bio-
synthesis (Rijpkema in Soltis, 2006: 241). Some trees use almost the same structure and work 
system to produce fruit as an energy source; hence, it is possible that a flower’s fragrance can act as 
an “energy source” for the human body. If a flower’s fragrance contains the bio- synthetic element 
ethylene, enabling it to grow, spread, and penetrate at a certain concentration, the minerals in the 
water of seven springs, when combined with the various flower fragrances, can produce an 
extraordinary ‘cleansing power’ for the human body, especially with the addition of a mantra and a 
person’s own beliefs. 

The combination of water from seven springs, kêmbang sêtaman (various flowers), and a mantra are 
not intended to create fragrant, sacred water, but to accumulate a physical and metaphysical 
“cleansing energy”. The dimension of ‘holy water’ in this ritual context is not based on the amount 
of water but the synergy of the water, flowers, symbols, mantra, and beliefs that sublimate to 
become a “purifying energy”.  

The siraman is usually held in an open area outside the house. This is connected with the ‘Upper 
World’ that it is hoped will be present in the ritual. Metaphysically, the ‘bathing’ procession hopes 
to receive a direct blessing from ‘Above’. It begins with the husband and wife sitting on dingklik (a 
short stool) covered with a mat and three kinds of leaves – ron kluwih, alang-alang (grass), and 
ronkapa-kapa (dhadhap-sêrêp leaves), with seven of each kind. Seven people, namely the elders (sêsêpuh) 
of both families, each pour seven scoops of ‘holy water’ over the husband and wife while a seven-
line mantra is read.  

 

3.  Seven Human Elements 

Among the various phenomena and realities of human life and the universe, the number “seven” is 
still regarded as an “absolute construct phenomenon” or “that’s how it is”. The number seven is 
said to be a genotype of the universe, which penetrates various forms and realities depending on the 
“medium of its destiny”. A number of emanations of this seven-based genotype are: (1) Seven-
colour spectrum, (2) Seven continents (including Antarctica), (3) Seven days of the week, (4) Seven 
elements of man and nature (in Chinese belief), (5) Seven main chakras in the human body 
meridians (in Hinduism), (6) Seven spheres of existence (in Buddhism), (7) Seven days in which 
God created the world (in the Holy Bible, Genesis 2: 2-3), (8) Seven layers of dimensions of heaven 
and earth created by Allah SWT. (QS. Ath-Thalaq: 12), and so on. 

The number seven in memetics is a natural gene that replicates itself to become something which 
essentially and substantially has seven numbers, multiples, characters, and meanings. Hence, the 
indication of “Absolute truth” is not far from the number “seven”. According to an investigation of 
various sources based on ngèlmu titèn, philosophy, metaphysics, religion, and Javanese spirituality, the 
structural existence of man is also made up of “seven layers” or “dimensions”: 

a. The Physical Body; constructed of bones, flesh, skin, hair, glands, fluid, and other substances. 
According to Javanese belief, the concept of sadulur papat kalima pancêr (four relatives leading to 
the fifth) understands pancêr to be the physical human body, the existence of which is 
determined by four other subjects: kakang kawah, adhi ari-ari, rah, lan pusêr (amniotic fluid, 
placenta, blood, and navel).                

b.  Internal bioplasm (inner aura); all body tissues are formed from bio-molecular cells, each made 
up of an electrically charged atomic structure or electrons. In biology, electricity in the human 
body is referred to as bioplasm, in traditional metaphysics as prana, and in modern metaphysics 
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as aura. This prana emerges from the metabolism of digestion and the oxygen that has been 
inhaled and is in the bloodstream. Therefore, the blood, or rah, is one of the main elements of 
“life power” that is revered.  

c.  External bioplasm (outer aura); the effect of the collision of the inner bioplasm that is cast out 
of the body, in Tantra known as tatwasof (Prasad, 1890), in medicine known as the etheric body 
or the radiation of the body’s bioplasm (Bruyere, 1989: 46). This emission is the result of an 
accumulation that forms a spectrum of light with special colours all over the surface of the 
human body. In the Javanese concept of sadulur papat kalmia pancêr, it is represented by “kakang 
kawah” (amnioticfluid), which is the blue-print encasing the external bioplasm of the unborn 
baby that has been formed while still inside the womb and is carried into the world. 

d.  Memory; the track record of the entire immanent and transcendent journey of a person from 
the time of conception to the time of death. Memory is more than just a collection of thoughts 
stored in the brain. It is all the templates of life that are printed on the entire physical and 
spiritual body of a human being. The concept of sadulur papat kalmia pancêr places the pusêr 
(navel) as the embryonal memory; through the navel, the baby recognizes its food and the 
condition of its mother.  

e.  Nyawa (Soul); the living energy or power from God and a vessel for memory, spirit, and nur-ilahi 
(divine light). A soul cannot die or be broken down in the earth; death does not mean that the 
files storing a life’s memories also die. In the concept sadulur papat kalmia pancêr this is 
represented by the ari-ari (placenta), a temporary container where the soul is first ‘breathed into 
being’ and the foetus is no more than a lump of flesh. 

f.  Ruh (Spirit); while soul is the force or power to live, spirit is the power of life from God; in the 
spirit lives “nur ilahi” (divine light). Zoetmulder defines spirit as a link between The One and 
the diverse world, the mind flows from the spirit and the spirit flows from The One 
(Zoetmulder, 1990: 16-17).  

g.  Nur-ilahi (divine light); the ‘radiation of holy light’ from God, which lives in the inner spirit of 
man. Nur-ilahi is a one-way medium that connects The Creator with all His creatures. Some 
people attempt to develop this to become a two-way interaction, through meditation, fasting, 
long periods of zikir (praying), suffering, self- torture, and sacrifice in certain religions. The 
enlargement of the light causes a strengthening of the ‘dialogical force’ between man and God 
in different capacities.  

The Javanese people’s respect for the elements of human life is not only directed towards the five 
elements in the concept sadulur papat kalmia pancêr but also to the abstract existence of “ruh” and 
“nur-ilahi”. Hence, the siraman procession in the Mitoni ritual is a physical and metaphysical method 
of cleansing and “purifying” the seven human elements of the husband and wife before they enter 
into the next stages of the ritual. Similarly, providing various ritual paraphernalia based on the 
number seven evokes the energy of seven symbols to ‘penetrate’ the dimension of the unborn baby 
in its seventh month in the womb; to welcome, give thanks for, honour, guide, and strengthen the 
child’s seven ‘human dimensions’.  

 

D. Conclusion 

Everything related to Java is “energy and will”, a force of nature and culture which instinctively 
seeks a path towards rahayu (safety and wellbeing), thus requiring “material and management”. 
Substantially, the Mitoni ritual does not carry an ancient artefact to the present day but transforms 
an old “value system” to contemporary life so that the essence of “universality” in these values 
ensure its continued existence.  

The method for treating the water from seven springs is not a formulation of materials but instead 
it is directed towards the immaterial. Water, flowers, and mantras are merely the implementation of 
the “value system” in which the Javanese people aim to manage the natural environment based on 
harmony and respect. The power of the Holy Water as a “purifying energy” is not on an immanent 
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scale but in a transcendental awareness; because “purity” is not what one feels physically but what is 
“believed”.   
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